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Our Equipment: A sample of the state-of-the-art tools we use.
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1. Dry Air Typhoon® Three-Speed Air Mover
a. These high velocity air movers aid in the drying process by influencing moisture to evaporate
into the air where the dehumidifiers are able to condense and expel it. The typhoon has a .4
Horsepower motor and 3 speeds.
2. Injectidry HP60 Floor Drying Package
a. An industrial grade system specifically designed to quickly dry out floors by extracting moisture
from the bottom up, not the top down like a fan. It has the potential to bring down cupping in
wet hardwood floor, sometimes even avoiding sanding and refinishing.
3. Phoenix R175 LGR Dehumidifier
a. Dehumidifiers are a crucial part of the drying process. By removing moisture from the air, it
allows wet areas to evaporate and dry. The R175 is a roto-mold designed dehumidifier that
removes 92 pints of water per day from the air while only drawing 6.3amps.
4. Phoenix 250MAX LGR Dehumidifier
a. The 250MAX is one of the most advanced Low Grain Refrigerant dehumidifiers available. The
bigger, stainless steel brother to the R175, it can remove 145 pints of water from the air per
day. The 250MAX combines high efficiency with high temperature operating capabilities.
5. Phoenix GuardianR Pro HEPA
a. Air scrubbers are key to keeping the air clean by removing the dust and spores from the air. Air
scrubbers can also be used to put a room under negative pressure to expel airborne
contaminants. The GuardianR is the most compact true HEPA air scrubber available. It has a
rotomold design and is capable of filtering 500 cubic feet per minute.
6. Samurai Carpet Extractor
a. This portable carpet extractor features dual vacuum motors to achieve 150 inches of water lift
to remove soils deep within the fibers.

